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11 See Section 4.3.3.1 
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           
Altering the representation of aspects             
Linear chronological narrative             
Foregrounding in both RP and Summary some aspects 
which are ostensibly the same  
           
Backgrounding from the Summary previously 
foregrounded aspects 
           
Reducing the range of aspects from RP to Summary             
Foregrounding new aspects in the Summary             
               Foregrounding through feedback             
               Foregrounding for narrative purposes             
Elaboration of foregrounded aspects in the Summary             
An eventual reduction in the range of aspects noted in 
his RPs 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































               
Altering the representation of aspects                 
Linear chronological narrative                 
Foregrounding in both RP and Summary some 
aspects which are ostensibly the same  
               
Backgrounding from the Summary previously 
foregrounded aspects 
               
Reducing the range of aspects from RP to Summary                 
Foregrounding new aspects in the Summary    ?        ?  /?  /? 
               Foregrounding through feedback  ?               
               Foregrounding for narrative purposes  ?          ?     
Elaboration of foregrounded aspects in the Summary            ?  ?   
An eventual reduction in the range of aspects noted 
in his RPs 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































everyday  once or twice    once or twice    once or twice    never 




























































































































































Best                  Worst 
























Title:  Don’t Look Now 
Author:  Daphne Du Maurier 
Date started: 10 Jan 2006 
Dated finished: 20 Jan 2006  
Genre: Thriller 
 
This story is about Laura and her husband who went to Venice for 
holiday because their  
daughter died and her husband want her to be happy.  There were 
two women who told them go  
back to England because they are in danger here.  Then her son 
in England was sick and Laura went back to England but her 
husband didn’t.  In the end, Laura’s husband died. 
 
I don’t really like this book because I think this book is 
boring and I can’t understand what the author wanted to tell us.  
This author just told us what happened to these main characters 
but the author didn’t tell us much about what these main 
characters were thinking about. 
 
2. 
Title:  Black Beauty 
Author:  Anna Sewell 
Date started: 20 Jan 2006 
Dated finished: 2 Feb 2006  
Genre: Human Interest 
 
This is a story about the life of a horse.  We follow what happens to the horse – Black 
Beauty – from when he was born to when he is very old.  He has many adventures 
because he is sold to many different people who all treat him differently.  Some of his 
owners are very kind and some are very unkind.  He works as a cab horse, a cart horse, 
and as a pet for several people. 
 
I liked this story because I got to see life as a horse sees it.  I also think a horse’s life is a 
bit like our own lives – some people treat us well and some people don’t. In one part of 
the story Black Beauty is made to wear a very uncomfortable piece of equipment 
because his owner thinks it looks nice.  She does not stop to think how the horse feels 
when he wears it, she only cares about how he looks.  I felt angry when I read this, and 






















































      3.3    Why 
3.4     Can you describe she/he/them? (personality / physical  
          description) 





    4.3  Have you ever been there? 

































































































































likeable  人喜 的讨 欢  
handsome  英俊的 











athletic  喜 运 的欢 动 ; 体格 健的强  













intolerant  不 容的宽  


























































































How I met Myself  21 Feb  24 Feb   
Frankenstein  24 Feb  7 Mar   
The Withered Arm   16 Mar  24 Mar  28 Mar 
The Woman in Black  28 Mar  11 May  12 May 
The Omega Files  11 May  19 May   
Moonfleet  18 May   26 May   
Simply Suspense  26 May   30 May   
The Star Zoo  2 Jun  28 Jun   
Billy Budd  23 Jun  19 Jul  25 Jul 
The Truth Machine  19 Jul  26 Jul   
Picture Puzzle  26 Jul  28 Jul   
Santorini  28 Jul  11 Aug   
Don’t Look Now  3 Aug  25 Aug  29 Aug 
LA Raid  25 Aug  25 Aug   
The Wrong Man  25 Aug  8 Sep   
Ned Kelly  25 Aug  8 Sep   
Jojo’s Story  29 Aug  12 Sep  14 Sep 
More Tales for the Midnight Hour  4 Sep  10 Oct   
Demon Thief  22 Sep  13 Oct   
Just Like a Movie  10 Oct  13 Oct  13 Oct 


















































































































































































































































































I understand  that when  this  research  is  completed  the  information  obtained will  be 
destroyed. 
 
If I have any further questions or concerns about the project I know that I can contact 
the research supervisor, Dr Elaine Vine at the Victoria University of Wellington School 
of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies 463 5608 (elaine.vine@vuw.ac.nz). 
 
Signature of Participant ____________________________  date _______________ 
 
Signature of Parent or Guardian ____________________  date ______________ 
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APPENDIX   L 
 
Transcription Conventions   
The following symbols were used to represent aspects of the utterances in the Q & R: 
 
{1}    pause time (number indicates seconds) 
s p a c e   drawn out utterance 
R    paralinguistic representation of a guttural vocalisation of the letter ‘R’ 
//    utterance latches onto the previous speaker’s turn 
[comment]  indicates researcher comment about a nonverbal behaviour, or external 
event, or best guess for a speaker’s intended word choice 
[unclear]  inaudible utterance 
<quiet>  a barely audible utterance 
?    high rising terminal 
.    an un‐timed pause less than 1 second 
,    an un‐timed pause slightly shorter than represented by a period 
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